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Stream 1 Stream 2 Stream 3

9:00 – 9:30

Welcome to the Think Tank
Yellowfin CEO and co-Founder, Glen Rabie

The CEO and co-founder of Yellowfin, Glen is a self-
confessed “data junkie”. Glen will set the educational 
tone and relaxed feel of Think Tank 2014 with a typically 
laconic opening address.

9:30 – 10:15

Keynote 1: Big Data?
Chief Analyst & co-Founder of The Bloor Group and  
Founder of Bloor Research, Robin Bloor (Ph.D)

This keynote presentation first examines the technology 
trends in IT looking back over decades to explain 
how we got where we are today. It then reviews the 
dramatic changes that have been occurring in computer 
technology – particularly hardware – to explain why, 
suddenly, everyone is obsessed with Big Data.  Finally it 
explores the Consumerization of BI.

10:15 – 11:00

Keynote 2: Live launch of Yellowfin 7.1
Yellowfin CEO and co-Founder, Glen Rabie with Yellowfin  
General Manager EMEA, Daniel Shaw-Dennis 

Witness the wonders of Yellowfin 7.1 before the rest of 
the world!  This exclusive live launch of Yellowfin 7.1 will 
explore the release’s key additions and enhancements, 
including overhauled CSV functionality as well as new 
charting and significant enhancements to mapping 
capabilities.  

11:30 – 12:15 BI opportunities & challenges in the context of  
a university: University of Konstanz case study
University of Konstanz Business Intelligence Coordinator, 
Sebastian Vogt

Introducing BI to a publicly funded German university 
– with mainly email, excel and paper-based workflows 
of data exchange and report generation – is a 
major undertaking. This presentation will outline 
opportunities and challenges of the ongoing BI project.

Taking your embedded BI to market
Integrum Management Systems CEO, Beven Schwaiger

Integrum will share its experience in taking Yellowfin to 
market, within a deeply integrated system, which is now 
used in over 40 countries.  Discover sales, marketing and 
technical lessons learned from this knowledgeable OEM 
partner, and hear about direct client case studies.

Making Yellowfin fast: Performance tips & tricks
Yellowfin Product Architect, Peter Damen

 Learn our top performance tips & tricks – make 
Yellowfin even faster.  This session will cover both 
application configuration and query optimization 
techniques, including indexing, caching, aggregations 
and tuning.

Stream 1: Best practices and crowd pleasers

Stream 2: Partner and OEM best practices and use cases

Stream 3: Technical workshopsOverview
Monday 26th May (08:30 – 18:00)
(Keynote, big picture, use case, industry trend, best practice & technical sessions)

Think Tank 2014 offers something for everyone.  Day one of the conference exemplifies 
that notion, with a mix of keynote, big picture, use case, industry trend, best practice, 
live demonstration and technical sessions delivered across three streams.  
Think Tank will be launched with a welcome address, delivered by Yellowfin CEO Glen 
Rabie, and keynote presentation from industry thought-leader, Robin Bloor.

Day 1
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14:45 – 15:30 Data Virtualization:  
What is it? Who does it? And why do it?
Blacklight Solutions Director of Sales, Lauren Guilbeaux

As an applied analytics solutions company, Blacklight 
Solutions has deep experience with Data Virtualization 
deployments.  We have learned many lessons and 
explored interesting use cases across a broad client 
base.  This talk highlights emerging Data Virtualization 
practices, key players and how companies are 
leveraging it to solve business problems today.

Big Data Analytics: Customer stories
Actian Marketing Manager APAC, John Ryan

See an interactive demonstration that shows you how 
fast and easy it can be to connect to Hadoop, or any 
other system, then transform, move and analyze data 
in seconds – with no coding.  See examples of how this 
solution was able to solve real-world problems in the 
telecommunications industry and deliver extraordinary 
results.

Storyboard: Discover a better way to consume,  
share & act on your data
Yellowfin Lead Technical Trainer, Teresa Pringle

Discover how to enable a wider community of people to 
benefit from BI-generated insights.  Learn how to create 
reusable Storyboards that empower you to consume, 
share and act on your data fast.  Find out how to add 
text, images, video, interactive reports, global filters 
and multi-charts to your Storyboards.

16:00 – 16:45 BI trends for 2014 and beyond
A Q&A with Dr Robin Bloor, moderated by Yellowfin CEO  
and co-Founder, Glen Rabie

Partake in an interactive Q&A session with industry 
thought-leader and Think Tank 2014 keynote, Dr 
Robin Bloor.  Moderated and framed by Yellowfin CEO 
Glen Rabie, this session is designed to give you the 
opportunity to ask Robin about BI trends for 2014 and 
beyond – so come prepared!

  

12:15 – 13:00 Trends in Big Data and Analytics
Actian Marketing Manager APAC, John Ryan

Did you know that companies leveraging Big Data are 
growing at a faster rate compared to their competitors? 
Understand the four big achievements of Big Data so 
far, and discover the building blocks required to take 
Big Data from a laboratory experiment to creating 
business value. See examples of how Big Data Analytics 
is transforming traditional business.

Because it makes me feel good: A case study
DSCallards Technical Director, Ray Kemp

Have you ever wondered what really happens with your 
gym membership?  You turn up, exercise and go home 
feeling righteous and full of spirit.  But, you’ve been 
watched.  The gym knows who you are, and what you 
do…  Join Ray to find out how Yellowfin analyses your 
every move.

Exploring Yellowfin 7.1 & working with CSVs
Yellowfin Lead Technical Trainer, Teresa Pringle

Explore how to use the new features and functions 
of the latest version of Yellowfin – Yellowfin 7.1.  This 
session will focus on the revamped CSV import 
functionality and new ‘Geo Packs’ that make location 
analytics even easier.

14:00 – 14:45 Delight your BI users with high quality data  
and trusted Master Data
Published author and Data Quality expert for Clear Strategic IT, 
Martin Spratt

Data Quality guru, Martin Spratt, is back again. Last 
year’s attendees rated his Data Quality session very 
highly. We’ve asked Martin to give us an update on Data 
Quality again and also frame Master Data Management 
in the context of increasing the business value of any BI 
solution.

Marketing Analytics that deliver real answers:  
An OEM case study
Media Co Director of Analytics & Information, Bernard 
Braithwaite, and Director of Strategy & Business, Simon Gentry

Learn how Media Co has used the multi-tenancy and 
extensive filter capabilities of Yellowfin to move from BI 
to MI – genuine Marketing Intelligence Dashboards and 
interrogative reporting that allow users to understand, 
in real-time, how their advertising investment is 
impacting the bottom line.

Charting & content creation in Yellowfin 7.1
Yellowfin Lead Technical Trainer, Teresa Pringle

Learn how to create great BI content in Yellowfin 7.1.  
Make full use of Yellowfin’s content creation module, 
including Report Builder, Chart Builder and Multi-
chart formatting.  Understand how to create standard 
reports, charts, calculated fields, filters and more.
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Stream 1 Stream 2 Stream 3

Overview
Tuesday 27th May (9:00 – 18:00)
(Technical & partner training, keynote & best practice sessions)

Day two of Think Tank 2014 offers a series best practice as well as technical and partner 
training presentations.  Sessions are split across three streams to suit the interests of 
Yellowfin partners, clients and end-users.  
Yellowfin CEO, Glen Rabie, will officially conclude Think Tank 2014 with a sneak-peek 
look at the Yellowfin product roadmap – from Yellowfin 7.2 and beyond.

9:30 – 10:15 Best practices for demonstrating Yellowfin
Yellowfin Senior Consultant, Ivan Seow

Discover how to discuss, demonstrate and position 
Yellowfin’s market leading features and functionality to 
impress the fussiest of prospects.  Learn how to create 
a winning demonstration with the latest version of 
Yellowfin.

 Data sourcing best practices for reporting
SolveXia Lead Business Analyst, Adem Turgut

Data quality, and quality reports, can only be produced 
by following dependable and repeatable processes.  Let 
Adem show you how.  Discover how to build reliable 
supply chains of data in just over 30-minutes.  Learn 
how to quickly and easily go from source data to killer 
report – every time.

Dashboard creation & design in Yellowfin
Yellowfin Lead Technical Trainer, Teresa Pringle

Dashboards are the most fundamental method for 
delivering crucial data-based information, derived 
from your BI program, to your users.  So it’s vital your 
dashboards are first-rate.  Learn how to use and set-
up linked dashboard tabs, filters, drill down, series 
selection, brushing, data values and time sliders.

10:15 – 11:00 Embedded BI best practices:  
Getting your embedded BI to market
Yellowfin General Manager EMEA, Daniel Shaw-Dennis

Have you embedded Yellowfin into your application?  
Learn go-to-market best practice strategies, including 
post-launch considerations relating to sales, 
maintenance, support and migration.  Benefit from 
Yellowfin’s collective experience.  We’ve assisted 
hundreds of OEM partners, just like you, to integrate 
world-class BI into their products and win new business 
with Yellowfin.

Best practices for Mobile BI
Product Manager & Technical Consultant, Jenny Kirillova

Find out why Mobile BI is different from desktop-
oriented BI, learn how to take full advantage of 
Yellowfin’s Mobile BI capabilities and ensure the success 
of your Mobile BI initiative.  An increasingly mobile 
workforce, the proliferation of mobile devices and need 
for real-time information will only see the importance of 
Mobile BI intensify.

Mapping & data visualization in Yellowfin
Yellowfin Software Developer, James Bardsley

A technical ‘How To’ guide to creating and effectively 
utilizing Yellowfin’s broad range of chart types, with an 
emphasis on map-based visualizations.  This session 
will cover subject areas including: Chart selection and 
usefulness, chart interactivity (Drill-Downs, Time-
Sliders, Tooltips and Series Selection), Auto Chart, 
polygons and more. 

11:30 – 12:15 Yellowfin marketing & messaging: A ‘How To’ guide
Yellowfin Communications Manager, Lachlan James

Learn about the central marketing strategies, tactics, 
key messages, channels and audiences that have helped 
drive Yellowfin’s sales, brand recognition and market 
presence.  Find out how to leverage these for your own 
marketing campaigns.

Dashboard design & data visualization best practices
Yellowfin Senior Consultant, Ivan Seow

Join Ivan as he provides guidelines for developing 
stunning, highly consumable and easily actionable 
dashboards for your varied user groups.  Also discover 
how to select visualizations that communicate the right 
information – in the right way – in order to deliver the 
best business insights possible.

View creation & design in Yellowfin
Yellowfin Lead Technical Trainer, Teresa Pringle

As with most things, preparation is key.  And, in 
Yellowfin, a lot of preparation takes place in the View 
Builder.  Learn how to create best practice Yellowfin 
Views (meta-data layers) that make use of Virtual 
Tables, Calculated Fields, Filter Groups, Date Hierarchies 
and more.

Stream 1: Reseller workshops 

Stream 2: Best practice sessions

Stream 3: Technical workshops
Day 2
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Competitor analysis & reducing the  
Yellowfin sales cycle
Yellowfin General Manager APAC, Patrick Elliott

Discover a best practice approach to the Yellowfin 
sales cycle – from lead through to delivery.  Learn how 
Yellowfin differentiates itself – as a product, as well 
as through its unique approach to doing business and 
supporting clients.

Mapping best practice examples:  
Getting your data on the map
Yellowfin General Manager EMEA, Daniel Shaw-Dennis

Did you know that more than 70% of your data has 
a spatial element?  Join this session to discover the 
latest trends driving development and demand for 
Location Intelligence (LI), why the ability to map your 
data enables you to see new opportunities, and how to 
deploy best practice LI.  Also view illustrative use case 
examples.

BI governance: Administering, maintaining, migrating 
& managing your BI deployment
Yellowfin Senior Consultant, Ivan Seow

Benefit from some post go-live housekeeping tips 
to improve your Yellowfin experience over the long 
haul.  This sessions will touch on topics including: 
Administration and content migration best practices, 
memory management, volatile data sources and 
configurations, Event Management and Archival 
Configuration, an explanation of Yellowfin’s logging 
system and more.

How to sell Yellowfin: A best practice guide
Yellowfin CEO and co-Founder, Glen Rabie

So, you’ve decided to resell this great BI platform called 
Yellowfin.  Now what?  Join Yellowfin CEO, Glen Rabie, 
as he discusses the integral elements to consider when 
reselling Yellowfin, including: Developing a go-to-
market strategy and solution offering, your sales and 
marketing approach, identifying your target market, 
as well as effectively managing and maintaining client 
relationships throughout the sales cycle and beyond.

Best practices for Collaborative BI
Product Manager & Technical Consultant, Jenny Kirillova

Many industry experts have pinpointed Collaborative 
BI as the answer to persistently poor BI user adoption 
rates.  Find out why collaboration can instill an analytics 
culture and improve BI ROI.  Discover how to effectively 
utilize Yellowfin’s range of collaborative features to 
add context and human knowledge to your data, and 
empower your organization to take smarter, faster 
collective fact-based action.

Safeguarding your data:  
Yellowfin security best practices
Yellowfin Senior Consultant, Ivan Seow

When it comes to your data, security is paramount.  
Join this session for an overview of Yellowfin’s security 
architecture.  Learn the best practice applications of 
Yellowfin’s role, group, user and data security models.  
This session will also discuss: Content security, Multi-
tenant security, row level security, approval workflows 
and re-using definitions from LDAP.

Packaging Yellowfin services for success
Yellowfin Director of Professional Services, Sadaka Ehrenblad

Yellowfin’s overhauled services and training packages 
provide an easy and effective mechanism for delivering 
value to your clients.  Find out why these packages work 
and how you can replicate them to drive success in your 
own business.

Best practices for Data Discovery & Self-Service BI
Yellowfin General Manager EMEA, Daniel Shaw-Dennis

Explore the elements that combine to enable the 
successful deployment of a Data Discover platform and 
delivery of pervasive Self-Service BI.  Best practices, 
in relation to methodologies, approaches and 
technical features – from end-user and administrative 
perspectives, will be discussed.  Discover why both 
Gartner and Yellowfin believe Governed Data Discovery 
is the key to strong analytics success and BI ROI.

Integrating Yellowfin into third party platforms: 
Options & best practices
Yellowfin Product Architect, Peter Damen

Yellowfin has specialized in embedded BI and OEM 
partnerships since it was founded in 2003.  Discover 
the different methods and best practice approaches 
for embedding Yellowfin and its reporting content in 
third party platforms – from ‘tight’ to ‘loose’ integration 
options, and everything in between. 

Keynote 3: Roadmap to Yellowfin 7.2 & beyond
Yellowfin CEO and co-Founder, Glen Rabie

This concluding session will mark the end of Think Tank 
2014.  Join Yellowfin CEO, Glen Rabie, as he outlines 
how Yellowfin’s future product direction will meet and 
exceed shifting market and user expectations – from 
Yellowfin 7.2 and beyond.

    

14:45 – 15:30

16:00 – 16:45

12:15 – 13:00

14:00 – 14:45


